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Transcript Feb 24 2021 Florie calls Jewish News Phoenix after discovering the PHA [phoenix 
holocaust assn] prez along with other health depts. promoting experimental shots for 
holocaust survivors : 6:50 min 

LOUD Interference of Radio Frequencies and/or Wifi [EMF’s] picked up by the old vidcam. 
Wondering why my body and voice were suddenly shaking tho’ I didn’t hear the noise per se.  

I called, got a recording, pressed 4 for customer service, but got Accounting. 

Chris in Accounting answered, she seemed very helpful and admittedly knew of the 2 
journalists’ video of 4-24-20 when they forgot to mute their mikes, clearly disclosing the 
hoax... So Chris knew and had viewed the hoax but yet her paper printed the PHA prez’ article 
to get the shots, conflict of interest- PREZ works in the medical industry so is brainwashed and 
lied to. Someone may have called ‘prez’ maybe told the news I was koo-koo. Oh Florie she’s a 
henny penny! Conspiracy theorist!   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Chris- …circulation may I help you? 

Florie- yes I was actually calling customer service. I wanted to put in a complaint about the 
forced vaccinations on holocaust survivors. I am a part of the Holocaust Association and do not 
back the president’s urge to vaccinate survivors with an experimental and a very controversial 
vaccine and she’s kind of spearheading everyone getting two shots. 

Two of my favorite survivors, cause my parents were survivors, I saw on their newsletter 
online that they already got two shots and those were the two people who proofread my 
world war two book that just came out. 

Chris- you’ve actually reached the accounting department. Let me transfer you to selamaya, 
she’s the editor. 

Florie- I know but I don’t want to leave a message. I’ve done that a couple of times and emails 
and I’ve had no reaction. So just let them know that I am an honorary and founding member 
of the PHA [Phoenix Holocaust Assn] I do not approve. I have done more scientific research 
than the people that think its okay, IT IS NOT OKAY. It is actually a contagion in there and I 
could go on and on about what’s in there and I have privy to doctors and scientists from all 
over the world who now have gag-orders on them, and I have the real information. I do not 
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approve of this and I think she just needs to stick to the book club and not think that she’s 
some kind of wizardly medical doctor, she is not and I know that the research all over the 
world about this, this is NOT a good thing. Okay? And I don’t want anyone to get it. They 
become contagious and the original version is just a pathogen. It is not what it is spouted to 
be. It is in court right now. There are class action suits. As a matter of fact, in the Supreme 
Court now, RFK [Robert F. Kennedy Jr], versus the FCC outdated guidelines for, not just the 
shots, but also for all wireless. ‘Cause I’m electromagnetic sensitive and I am now ADA 
protected. So please just let them know if they want to contact me, Florie Freshman, on 
facebook, I have you tubes, I do not approve of this and she did this like a bullying gesture. Not 
giving them the full spectrum of the knowledge that is out there and she’s negligent cause she 
also does work for the medical industry [possible conflict?]. I am a hundred percent against 
what she is 100% for. And I just wanted that to be told. Okay? 

Chris- Okay. I can relay the information. 

Florie - …and my phone number is xxx/xxx/xxxx. I do have a landline and a cell, so you can 
reach me on either and leave a message if I don’t answer. Florie Freshman, xxx-xxx-xxxx. And 
the message gives the cell which I ty not to use too much. I have a lot of information from 
scientists, doctors, microwave warfare experts. This is an RNA mutator; all the trees will die 
when the human DNA is altered. Cause our DNA and their DNA [combines]…the video by 
Barrie Trower, the scientist, 2020, at Exeter, he gives an hour and a half lecture, he also has my 
information from photobiologists that the LED, Doctor Wunsch’s website, is very hazardous. 
The burning of the retinal tissue turns into cyanide, and he states that, also according to my 
documentation, from ophthalmologists, from all over the world. And this is all a decoy to 
continue putting up LED, which does not save any money. So if you want to reach me, my book 
“Uncle Hershel overmine shoulder”, is out now, its corrected, its being translated, it’s local. 
You’re welcome…there’s a kindle version. Just call me and let me know if there’s any questions 
I can give all kinds of websites and everything that tells truth, not this Nazi stuff that they’re 
trying to pull over our eyes.  

Chris- Okay, I will real that information to the Editor. 

Florie- And your name again please? 

Chris- My name is Chris. 
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Florie- Okay Chris. I really appreciate it- I’m wondering if you knew that all the test animals 
died. So they’re just testing humans now. 

Chris- I had not. 

Florie- I saw the video from the lab. All the dogs, the mice, cats and all the ferrets, the 
professor in the lab, said they all died. So, this is an experiment through 2024. I don’t want any 
more holocaust survivors, rescuers, or anybody else to do this! But I told my dentist “if you’re 
gonna have patients coming in and out I want all my dental stuff done. I don’t want to be in a 
waiting room, mask or no mask, with people who are contagious. 

Chris- Right. I will definitely relay this. 

Florie- So please and for you- information- there’s nothing to worry about. It’s not an 
organism, it’s a pathogen, and it came for four days in and out. The CDC has now been charged 
with giving the public misinformation about it. Because I am able to- April 24th I saw a video- 
you heard about the journalists who forgot to turn their mikes off? You heard about that? 

Chris- Yeah, yeah. 

Florie- You did? Okay. Well, now they’re being charged. So- over and out- thank you so much 
Chris and please… 

Chris- Okay, all right, thank you. 

Florie- Feel free to contact me. 

Chris- thank you. 

Florie- thank you. Bye! 

Chris- Bye, bye. 

 

 

 


